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Summary:

The United States has embraced a strategic rethink towards economic security in an attempt to engage in geoeconomics in recent years. Largely spurred by the rise of China and a recognition that economic considerations are inextricably linked to national security concerns, US efforts to develop an economic strategy have evolved along a general trend with two variations: a “small yard, high fence” approach and “industrial strategy.”

This first approach can be characterized as developing along a strategic center of gravity called “invest/align/compete” against China and shaping international order in the favor of the United States and its allies and partners. At the same time, this strategy keeps the door open to economic interaction with China, particularly if it behaves as a responsible actor within the current order.

The second, more forward-leaning approach developed as the administration hardened its approach over time in 2022. In particular, the United States now aims to maintain an edge over China technologically, by both investing at home and preventing Chinese access to bleeding edge critical technologies. This is partially a response to the scale of the challenge posed by China and other revisionist states, notably Russia following its unjustified invasion of Ukraine. Importantly, the “industrial strategy” approach includes a greater willingness to challenge existing features of the post-war international economic order and to engage in industrial policy.

While debate continues to rage, including about “peak China,” this merging of previously siloed economic and security policy signals a new era in US strategy.

Policy Implications:

• Regardless of whether it adopts a “small yard, high fence” or an “industrial strategy” strategic approach, US economic strategy should be flexible, pragmatic, and adaptable.

• US economic strategy will reflect the vicissitudes of each institution and administration, and it may change or evolve over time depending upon political conditions and the international environment. A strategy is rarely fixed.

• The United States should be cognizant of tensions within its current narratives
on US economic strategy. Movements toward a robust “industrial strategy” may strike many observers that the administration is shifting away from its promise to “return to order” toward a more nationalized and even transactional economic modality.

- The convergence of economic interest and national security concerns has not been seen for several decades in the United States. This shift in thinking will have profound implications for how US policymakers approach domestic policy, and how they develop foreign strategy with long-established allies including Japan as well as with authoritarian regimes.
In the spring of 2022, the Japanese Parliament passed the Economic Security Promotion Act, a comprehensive four-part economic strategy that covered a range of topics, from ensuring resilient supply chains for designated strategic resources to providing research and development funds for advanced technologies.\textsuperscript{16} In contrast, the United States typically does not often or readily engage in such economic strategizing. US economic policy—something that sets broad parameters regarding economic issues—occurs frequently. But strategy—to include economic strategy—seeks “to create effects that protect or advance the state’s interests in the strategic environment.”\textsuperscript{17} Strategy connotes something much more intentional, directed, and definite.

Indeed, any long-term economic strategy, especially focused on a peer competitor, has generally been something quite outside the range of the US experience. During the Cold War, the strategic competition with the Soviet Union was overwhelmingly militarily focused, and economic considerations would often take a back seat. That was easier too, given the limited economic interaction between the United States and the USSR at the time. Dealing with economic competition is also not as straightforward due to domestic considerations with the United States. While the US executive branch may be in the lead for a militarily and/or diplomatically dominant strategy, given the President’s commander-in-chief authority and his primacy in foreign affairs, the President’s power to control the economy is considerably limited by law and constitution. Fiscal policy is ultimately directed by Congress, and monetary policy by the independent Federal Reserve. There are inherent structural limitations to economic strategy that do not exist for the President and his administration when crafting a more militarily or diplomatically focused one.

Yet times have changed, and this may be the beginning of a new era that sees a shift in US geostrategic thinking toward a more economically oriented, if not dominant, strategy. Or some may even call it a “geoeconomic” strategy.\textsuperscript{18} What has come forth in the last year or so from the current US presidential administration should indeed be considered as an attempt at economic strategizing, with specific focus toward a peer competitor, China. This effort has not appeared suddenly from out of nowhere, but has emerged gradually, even keeping some concerns and themes from the previous administration.
A Review of the Current Administration’s Economic Strategic Approaches

This effort can be traced by reviewing foundational strategic documents and even more so by examining and evaluating a number of speeches by high-ranking administration officials beginning in the spring of 2022. Speeches from senior-ranking administration officials are recognizably not the best way to predict an administration’s behavior. Such speeches are made with the speakers’ particular agendas, and the speakers often take into account their audiences and those audiences’ own agendas. Nonetheless, speeches made over time can serve not only as guideposts but as windows into an administration’s positions and even its strategies.

The first glimpses of a shift toward economic strategizing occurred in the last administration: “Economic security is national security” served as an epigraph to “Pillar II: Promote American Prosperity” of the previous administration’s 2017 National Security Strategy (NSS). The current administration’s 2022 NSS went even further and specifically designated China as the chief economic rival. It set forth a three-prong economic strategic approach: invest in the foundations of US strength at home; align efforts with network of allies and partners; and compete responsibly with China. Admittedly abstract and perhaps even purposefully vague, this “invest, align, compete” outlook also highlighted possible tensions and potential sources of contention: a US-focused investment strategy could result in antagonizing allies; an effort to compete “responsibly” with China left open the question as to what such responsible competition entailed.

Secretary of State Anthony Blinken elaborated on the 2022 NSS’s “invest, align, compete” approach in a May 26, 2022 speech at George Washington University. He provided examples for each of the approaches’ three parts: the passage of the 2021 Infrastructure Investment Jobs Act (invest), the launching of the Indo-Pacific Economic Framework for Prosperity (IPEF) (align), and the use of stronger export controls and better cyber defenses (compete) were specifically referenced. He also announced the creation of a China House—a “department-wide integrated team that will coordinate and implement our policy across issues and regions, working with Congress as needed”—thus implying that the China House could be the strategic center of gravity in the “invest, align, compete” effort.

He also set forth what might be called a strong and even aggressive approach...
regarding the administration’s approach toward China. China seemed to have the intent to “reshape the international order...and move us away from the universal values that have sustained so much of the world’s progress over the last 75 years.” Beijing was “undermining” that international order’s laws, agreements, principles, and institutions. Furthermore, the United States could not “rely on Beijing to change its trajectory.” Instead, the United States had to “shape the strategic environment around Beijing to advance our vision for an open, inclusive international system.” Blinken noted nonetheless that China is “integral to the global economy and to our ability to solve challenges from climate to COVID.”

In other words, China could be and, in fact, needed to be, reintegrated into the extant international order, an order of international institutions, of comity and collaboration among nations, and of market-based principles (sometimes referred to as the Washington Consensus). Blinken’s speech in that sense was retrospective in that it still sought an ordering within a system in which international economic competition could still be managed to produce win-win scenarios. China was no longer a youthful aspiring power to be turned into a responsible stakeholder within the liberal international order. It was instead something of an errant prodigal power that has to be forced, if need be, to re-enter it.

A September 2022 speech by National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan at the Global Emerging Technologies Summit, hosted by former Google CEO Eric Schmidt’s Special Competitive Studies Project, provided an even more expansive version of economic strategy, with an especial emphasis on China as a rival and competitor. In somewhat unprecedented fashion for a national security advisor, Sullivan discussed not simply geopolitical, but primarily economic and technological competition with China. Sullivan’s remarks did not contradict Blinken’s “invest/align/compete” approach. But his speech was a more forward-leaning attempt at economic strategy. It could even be read as challenging the notion of whether China could return to the international order at all in the foreseeable future. Sullivan referred to a US “modern industrial and innovation strategy.” He presented it as holistic, involving a “deep integration of foreign policy and domestic policy.” Moreover, Sullivan put US-China competition in very stark terms that sounded more like “winner take all” than “win-win”: “We are facing a competitor that is determined to overtake US technological leadership and willing to devote nearly unlimited resources to
that goal.” For three critical technologies—“computing-related,” “biotechnologies and biomanufacturing,” and “clean energy”—the goal was not collaboration with China but quite the opposite: “Given the foundational nature of certain technologies,” Sullivan stated, “We must maintain as large a lead as possible [emphasis added].”

Sullivan also set forth four pillars to this US economic strategy: invest in the science and technology ecosystem; nurture top STEM talent; protect US technology advantages; and deepen and integrate alliances and partnerships. These sounded very much like the first two “invest” and “align” parts of the 2022 NSS and Blinken’s speech. But the latter “compete” part, especially of the sort that Blinken indicated was mutually and globally beneficial and to the betterment of the overall international order, was absent.

Sullivan’s speech was complemented by Secretary of Commerce Gina Raimondo’s remarks given at MIT in November 2022. She underscored how different the geopolitical environment was today by noting that China had abandoned any effort at a reformist path. The world was in a “dramatically transformed strategic environment.” And she, like Sullivan, provided a four-part strategy that in many areas overlapped what Sullivan had discussed in his September speech, and that also aligned with the NSS and Blinken’s “invest/align/compete” strategic typology: invest in competitiveness, innovation, and talent at home; harden defenses against threats to US workers, businesses and national security; align with allies and partners to shape the environment in regard to China; and finally continue to engage with China, although in ways “consistent with US interests and values.”

Yet this latter “compete” part was seemingly less hopeful sounding than Blinken’s remarks in regards to China’s reintegration into the international order. Toward the end of her speech, Raimondo noted that the United States had been overly sanguine about the benefits of that order: “For almost forty years, we championed the benefits of a robust trade and investment relationship with China, overlooking the long-term costs for the near-term benefits.”

The year 2022 ended with what appeared with a relatively stable “invest/align/compete” strategic approach, though with a more forward-leaning variation proposed by Sullivan and Raimondo. And there was further perhaps at least an implicit questioning from Sullivan and Raimondo about whether it was even possible to re-institute China into the international order, and, even more funda-
mentally, whether that order had advantaged China and disadvantaged the United States.

But 2022 hardly gave the last word in economic strategy from the administration. In April 2023, Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen gave a speech at the Johns Hopkins School for Advanced International Studies that certainly appeared less assertive than Sullivan’s or Raimondo’s. Yellen asserted that the US economic approach to China had “three principal objectives,” with the first the securing of national security objectives and the protection of human rights. But she quickly moved to the other two objectives, which were a “healthy economic relationship with China: one that fosters growth and innovation in both countries” and “cooperation [with China] on the urgent global challenges of the day” such as the macroeconomy, climate issues, and debt distress.27

Yellen further noted China’s problems such as “vulnerabilities in its property sector, high youth unemployment, and weak household consumption,” as well as other structural challenges such as an aging demographic and a productivity downturn. She pointed out that notions of US declinism had “always been proven wrong.” Perhaps given this relative optimism, Yellen asserted that the United States did not seek a “winner take all” competition with China, and instead would take “narrowly targeted actions” (such as export controls, sanctions, investment reviews)—not to gain economic advantage, but rather to rectify specific wrong-doing.28

The speech appeared as something of a walk back after the more aggressive Sullivan-Raimondo speeches of the fall, and it met with some criticism.29 Yet what Yellen asserted was not new at all, but what has sometimes been termed the “small yard, high fence” approach toward China (taken from a remark by former Secretary of Defense Robert Gates about China’s technology theft, and often referred to in commentary about cybersecurity and innovation protection30). Namely, the United States would vigorously protect certain areas, but not be over extensive, and certainly not engage in all-out economic competition with China that could involve significant decoupling or other significant economic breakdown between the two countries.

Even more so, Yellen’s speech was consistent with a worldview that sought China’s re-entry into the international order whose free-market underpinnings remained sound and ultimately beneficial around the world. Her comments that US economic decline was exaggerated, and that China’s economic troubles were
many were themselves arguments for her somewhat less robust economic strategy. Implied in Yellen’s speech was that a too-robust industrial strategy was very likely an overreach, unneeded, and in contradiction to the US free market-oriented approach.

Just a week later, Jake Sullivan gave another speech, this time at the Brookings Institution, that was perhaps the most comprehensive economic strategy statement to date. After first thanking the audience “for indulging a National Security Advisor to discuss economics,”—acknowledging how atypical it was—he immediately noted Yellen’s speech the week before “on our economic policy with China.” Sullivan sought to differentiate his speech by indicating he would “zoom out to our broader international economic policy...to more deeply integrate domestic policy and foreign policy,” that latter phrase a restatement from his September remarks.

Sullivan’s remarks indeed transcended a China-focused economic strategy. What he proceeded to do was to articulate “fundamental challenges” that called into question the free market underpinnings of the extant international order itself. First, he noted that America’s industrial base has “hollowed out” based upon the false assumptions that “markets always allocate capital productively [and that] ...the type of growth did not matter.” Second, he asserted that the United States needed to adapt to a “new environment defined by geopolitical and security competition,” whereas it had previously relied on the premise that “economic integration would make nations more responsible and open.” Third, he referenced an “accelerating climate crisis,” and an accompanying need for energy transition. Finally, he challenged US wealth inequality and its “damage to democracy.”

These challenges contrasted sharply with Yellen’s statements that US decline was exaggerated. He then went further and laid out a near-futuristic set of propositions that in no way looked like a return to ways of old, in yet another economic strategy that was similar in some ways—but dramatically sharper and more robust in others—to the approach he set forth in September. As he did in his previous speech, Sullivan once again openly called for a “modern American industrial strategy,” though with more detail. This strategy would identify “specific sectors” that are “foundational to economic growth.” It would deploy public investment and would enable private business to innovate, scale and compete. It would look to smaller scale industrial policy initiatives such as DARPA and NASA as precursors.
and inspirations. Along with working with partners to build capacity and resilience, Sullivan also called for the United States to move beyond “traditional trade deals to innovative new economic partnerships.” His proffered strategy would work on everything from ending the global “race to the bottom on corporate taxes” to reforming the “multilateral trading system.” Sullivan also looked beyond the World Bank to regional developmental banks to help mobilize “trillions in investment into emerging economies.”

After such a bravura exposition, remarks even on China seemed somewhat shrunken in significance, though he did offer some. He underwrote the Blinken/Yellen position with statements such as “We are competing with China on multiple dimensions, but we are not looking for confrontation or conflict,” and “We’re looking to manage competition responsibly and seeking to work together with China where we can.” Yet Sullivan’s broad scoped propositions that preceded his China remarks seemed at odds with the foundations of the Blinken/Yellen position. In its very capaciousness, in its broadly gauged themes, Sullivan’s speech called into question not only the “small fence/high yard” approach but also whether the notion of China returning to the global order was an enterprise that was even possible, given that that order itself was subject to question. After all, Sullivan’s call for a modern American industrial, sectoral strategy, for a new understanding of trade and global taxation, and for a shift beyond international institutions to more regional ones was hardly an affirmation of the global status quo.

**Mixed messages on US economic strategy**

If there are two economic strategic approaches, then, in this administration—the “small yard, high fence” that Yellen and perhaps Blinken affirm, and the more full-throated “industrial strategy” that Sullivan and perhaps Raimondo proposes, they operate from different premises. Yellen’s approach especially does not advocate for extreme measures because there is no reason to do so. The current international order is sound; China is only a deviant from it. Sullivan, on the other hand, appears to view that order with much greater skepticism. That order, or at least a somewhat complaisant attitude toward it, is partially responsible for China’s economic rise and at least some of America’s corresponding economic decline. Whether either of the two approaches will “prevail,” or whether there will be some combination of the two remains in question.
Three considerations that may be influential should be kept in mind.

The first is political. The current administration staked its accession to power on a promise to return the US to normalcy within the international order. This order is premised on free trade, the free flow of capital, and the capacity of international institutions. It rests on the assumption that globalization is not only inevitable but ultimately beneficial. Movements toward a robust “industrial strategy” may strike many observers that the administration is shifting away from its promise to “return to order” toward a more nationalized and even transactional economic modality. Some tension can already be felt in, for example, complaints from allies and partners about the Buy America provisions in the Inflation Reduction Act.34

The second is institutional. Both the Departments of State and Treasury have outsized international equities that the National Security Council and the Department of Commerce do not. Regardless of administration, a commitment to the liberal international order, in its geopolitical and economic manifestations, is deeply rooted in State and Treasury. The Department of State as an institution has an understandable, long-enduring commitment to this order that it largely helped to construct over the past three-quarters of a century. From Marshall to Acheson, from Dulles to Kissinger, from Shultz to Baker, and even beyond past the end of the Cold War, for all its flaws, this order has lasted without resort to cataclysmic planetary war. Likewise, the Department of Treasury has a long-standing commitment to that order’s corresponding market economic principles, as evidenced by its long-standing commitment to free trade, capital markets, and attendant international institutions. In other words, the speeches made by Secretaries Blinken and Yellen are speeches also made with their institutions’ own memories and convictions, which are not easily dismissed or overcome.

The third has to do with the vicissitudes of history itself. Prognosticators have long predicted China’s imminent collapse.35 “Peak China” is a recurring trope inside and outside the Beltway.36 China’s economic slowdown, even pre-Covid, was evident. And while its initial post-zero Covid numbers seem encouraging,37 there is a widespread feeling that China’s problems, from demographics to excessive debt, are simply too large. Other rivals to the United States including Japan have come and gone. Paul Samuelson’s infamous economics textbook with its notorious graph showing that the Soviet GDP would surpass the United States in the mid-1980s particularly comes to mind.38 There is the thought among a significant num-
ber of policymakers and pundits that America should not let loose on a full-out “industrial strategy,” but keep its proverbial powder dry: let China economically self-destruct, or at least significantly diminish, on its own.

**Flexible, Pragmatic, Adaptable Leadership—Regardless of Strategy**

Whether and how these considerations will matter, and whether one strategic approach will be favored more than the other, or whether they will somehow combine is an open question. Regardless of the strategic approach, leadership for any US. economic strategy should be flexible, pragmatic, and adaptable.

_The views expressed are the author’s alone, and do not represent the views of the U.S. Government or the Wilson Center._
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